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Selection of carry idlers spacing of belt conveyor
taking into account random stream of transported bulk material
Dobór rozstawu krążników górnych przenośnika taśmowego
z uwzględnieniem losowo zmiennej strugi urobku*
The study on the design optimisation of belt conveyors used in the mining industry – the proper selection of carry idlers - aiming
to decrease the specific energy consumption of transportation with regard to different operational conditions is presented. High
capacity overburden belt conveyors from a surface lignite mine as well as copper ore ones from underground ines are analysed.
Calculations are performed in the specialised engineering software with the use of characteristics of idlers’ rotational resistance
as a function of radial loading that were obtained in the laboratory and identified distribution of actual capacity of main haulage
and division belt conveyors. The purposefulness of the individual treatment to the carry idler spacing, depending on the conveyor’s
location within the haulage system and its operational loadings – bigger for the main haulage and smaller for the division conveyors is found. The presented results of calculations are evidences for further economic analysis, which take into account – apart of
energy costs – also costs of installation and replacements of idlers.
Keywords: belt conveyor, idlers spacing, working loadings, energy consumption.
Przedstawiono studium optymalizacji konstrukcyjnej – właściwego doboru rozstawu krążników górnych - górniczych przenośników taśmowych, pod kątem zmniejszenia zużycia jednostkowej energii transportu z uwzględnieniem zróżnicowanych warunków
eksploatacyjnych. Analizowano przenośniki nadkładowe dużej wydajności z kopalni odkrywkowej węgla brunatnego i podziemne
z kopalni rud miedzi. Obliczenia wykonano w środowisku specjalistycznego oprogramowania inżynierskiego wykorzystując wyznaczone laboratoryjnie charakterystyki oporu obracania krążników w funkcji obciążenia oraz zidentyfikowane rozkłady strugi
urobku w odstawie głównej i oddziałowej. Stwierdzono celowość zróżnicowania rozstawu zestawów krążników górnych w zależności od rzeczywistego obciążenia strugą urobku – większego dla przenośników odstawy głównej (zbiorczych) i mniejszego dla przenośników oddziałowych. Przedstawione wyniki obliczeń są przesłankami do analiz ekonomicznych, uwzględniających - oprócz
kosztu energii – również koszt zabudowy i wymian krążników.
Słowa kluczowe: przenośnik taśmowy, rozstaw krążników, obciążenia robocze, badania, zużycie energii.

1. Introduction
In carry belt on a conveyors is usually supported with three-roller
idlers, installed at a fixed spacing distance of 0.8 to 2.5 meters along
the whole conveyor route. Idlers are therefore the most numerous
element of a conveyor that is crucial for its reliability and energy efficiency. In the mines with belt conveyor transport, users and constructors attention is focused on main elements deciding of the costs:
conveyor belt and idlers. The savings may be sought, as in case of the
other means of transport, in the precise selection of conveyor equipment considering the properly identified transport requirements.
Well-known method of cutting the energy consumption and reducing the capital or operational costs is enlarging the idler sets spacing. In some version of long range conveyors, the idler sets located
ever more than 3.0 m from each other, are installed. These are, however, specific construction use under stable loading from transported
material, ensuring the predictable load of idlers [9]. In mine haulage
systems the variability of actual capacity is much bigger, what, for
a long period of mine, was the reason for common usage of oversized conveyor constructions. But, the compilation of tests results of
high capacity conveyor idlers in Rhineland Basin [1] with operation
data has enabled to verify the concept of upper idlers spacing [5].

The experiences were used to analyze the selection of upper idler sets
of conveyors, use also in Polish mining [6], taking also into consideration, experimentally determined characteristics of idlers rotating
resistance in the function of temporary yield [14] and calculated, expected life-time of idlers in the real operational conditions [3, 11, 12,
18]. The analysis of the optimal carry idlers spacing is based on the
identified total resistances to motion [4, 21] and on idlers rotational
resistance with regard to the distribution of transported bulk material
[2, 10,13]. The criteria used for optimal selection of idlers spacing are:
the specific energy consumption i.e. energy per unit of route length
and unit of capacity [5] as well as predicted number of annual idler
sets replacement. The second criterion is defined as a quotient of total
number of installed sets and calculating the lifetime of idlers set, estimated basing on minimal life of roller in the idler [3].
The basic tool used for the optimisation analysis is the in-house
computer system QNK-TT [16], supported with advanced computing algorithms for calculating primary resistances to motion of a belt
conveyor with regard to belt parameters, characteristics of transported
material as well as construction and operational parameters of conveyor [4]. The concept of adjusting the distance between upper idler sets
to the real operational loads requires exact calculations of movement
resistance generated on the idler set [4, 21] and identification of the
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distribution of transported bulk material stream [2, 13]. This identification is more and more reliable due to implementation of IT systems,
collecting complex data (technical, operational, diagnostic) about the
transport system of the mine [7, 8, 19, 22]. Automated data processing gives the credible evaluation of conveyor elements condition [17],
and additionally, supported by results of simulatory calculations [16],
allows to reduce, the assumed so far, construction margin, without
prejudice for safety and reliability of belt conveyors utilization.
Summary of the to date attempts of the selection of upper idler set
spacing in the mine belt conveyors, typical for the biggest belt transport systems i.e. haulage of overburden in lignite open-pit mine and
haulage of copper ore in KGHM Polska Miedź SA mine, was made in
the paper. For the both systems, typical conveyors were chosen, used
alternatively for diversified transport task, representing the work with
full load (main transport – conveying the collective stream of the output from several mine district) and with partial load (local transport –
conveying the output from one mining division, with typical, numerous operation periods without load). These conveyors were equipped
alternatively with standard idler sets as well as with modified ones,
having reduced rotation resistance. For those route configurations and
conveyor positions within the transport system, variants of upper idler
sets spacing, for which changes of construction would not be necessary, were checked.

2. Simulation tests for belt conveyors used in open-pit
mines
The presented considerations concerning the optimal support of
carry belt strand, concerned the biggest conveyors, used for output
haulage, where the belt width is 2.25 m, and in carry belt strand, idlers
having Ø of 194 mm and casing length of 800 mm, are used. Two
types of idlers were taken into consideration – standard and modernized ones, for which characteristics of rotating resistance as square
function of radial load, were determines [11, 14] (fig.1). They were
used as virtual methods for calculating the movement resistance in
simulating calculations cycle.
In optimization analyzes, identification of operational capacity in
the given transport system is necessary [10]. For selected locations of
conveyors in the transport system of open-pit mine:
–– major haulage (combined) – conveyor hauling the overburden
from several mining levels,
–– division haulage – conveyor taking the material from one level
(from single excavator)

Fig. 2. Histograms of recorded temporary capacities of overburden: a) from a
single excavator, b) on a main haulage conveyor

the histograms of instantaneous capacity of the transported overburden stream, representing real distribution of output load on the idler
sets in carry belt strand of conveyor, were made
(fig.2).
In spite of random nature of output stream, the
analyses considered the seasonal impact of ambient temperature on resistances to motion of conveyor. Thus, the calculations were made for three
distinguished season temperatures, taking into consideration average monthly 24 hours temperatures
on Polish Lowland. The results were presented as
weighted mean for calculative temperature of conveyor operation (tab.1).
Figure 3 present calculated specific energy consumption (SEC) index in carry belt strand of overburden conveyor, depending on temporary value of
capacity, equal the radial load of idlers. In the case
of standard idlers, within the whole range of load,
the SEC value for 1.45 m distance is slightly lower
that for the most often used in Polish lignite mines,
distance of 1.2 m. In the case of modernized idlers,
having lower rotation resistances (fig.1), these char-

Fig. 1. Average resistance of Ø194×670mm idlers rotation Wk in function of radial force - Fr obtained (calculated) for standard and modernized idler.
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Table 1. Major calculating parameters of high capacity belt conveyor
Parameter

Open-pit conveyor

Transported output, density, kg/m3

Overburden, 1700

Calculating work temperature, °C

0 (45%), 11 (25%), 19 (30%)

Length, m; gradient

1205; levels

Belt width, mm

2250

Belt; cover plates, mm

St3150; 14+7

Belt speed, m/s

5.98

Table 2. Expected number of idlers replaced per year (per 1 km of a conveyor
route)
Carry belt idlers spacing, m

main haulage

single BWE loading

1,2

104

52

1,45

172

86

2,0

250

167

From the perspective of using the specific transport system, more
vital are the average values of specific energy consumption, complying with typical, for the facility, load of transported material stream,
Spacing of upper idles sets, m
Variants: 1.2; 1.45
described by capacity distribution (fig. 2). The result of average speAccording to quoted characterRotation resistance of upper idler, N
cific energy consumption in top belt strand, distinguishing the alteristics
native spacing of carry idler sets for the conveyor of major haulage
Calculating capacity, t/h
100-18000
(combined) and for the division haulage conveyor (taking the output
Belt tension settled for maximum
from one chain and bucket excavator) are presented on figure 4.
Note
load
Division conveyor (taking the output from one excavator) works
under much lower average load, but has a significant part of idle running (fig.2), thus, the clearly higher values of specific energy consumption than in case of main haulage
conveyor, are not surprising. It can be concluded,
from diagram no. 4, that the increase of carry idlers
spacing (from the standard 1.2m to 1.45m) should
give the savings in energy consumption for division
conveyors and, in fact, will not affect the energy
consumption of main haulage conveyors. The spacing of 2.0m increases the SEC of the main haulage
conveyor while in the case of division conveyors the
SEC depends on the type of idlers. The considered
increase of carry idlers spacing reduces their total
number which, due to the increase of radial loading
(different for main haulage and division conveyors)
affects the estimated increase of number of idler sets
replaced every year (tab.2).
The economic analyze of calculation results
concerning specific energy consumption and number of idlers replacement is not presented, since it
depends on operation costs of the mine and can be
Fig. 3. Specific energy consumption (SEC) in top belt as a function of actual capacity of a belt con- made only having such data.
veyor (conveyor parameters in tab.1)

3. Simulation tests for conveyors used in
underground mine

Fig. 4. Averaged specific energy consumption (ASEC) in top belt of a main
and secondary transportation overburden belt conveyor with regard to
carry idlers spacing

acteristics are almost the same, what is caused by lower contribution
of this constituent in total movement resistance.
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The necessity of reducing the mining costs, increasing distance of
underground transportation routes in copper ore mines as well as more
frequent usage of long belt conveyors form main coal haulage in hard
coal mines together with the observed improvement of technical culture of conveyors operation [8, 22] give grounds for investigating the
possibility of upper idlers sets optimization, on those conveyors. One
should remember, that conveyors in underground mines have bigger
construction reserves, which are used to prevent the failures caused by
objective operational difficulties in tight mine workings.
Published results of detailed tests of rotation resistance of carry
idlers in conveyors designed for underground mines [14, 15] in connection with analyzes of variable transported material streams in those
mines (fig. 6) [13], enable to carry out the study of carry idler selection for underground copper ore haulage. The tests results confirmed
the dependence between idler rotation resistance and the radial force.
As a result of laboratory tests, the individual characteristics of carry
idlers as a square function were calculated (fig.5), which were used
then in the module for calculation the conveyor movement resistance
– method of primary resistances QNK-TT software.
As demonstrated the long-term measurements of temporary capacity, made in the underground copper mine [13], division and main
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Fig. 5. Average rolling resistance of idler Ø133×370mm depending of radial force for standard and
modernized rollers

For the analyses, variant values of upper idler
sets spacing, were taken, i.e. from 0.83 to 1.66 m,
which application does not require the construction
changes. Other parameters of conveyor are standard
ones (tab. 3).
Underground conveyors operate, in fact, in constant, high temperature, which is favorable to obtain
the low value of idlers rotation resistance (fig. 5).
On both below diagrams (fig. 7) the calculated index of specific energy consumption – SEC, in upper
belt strand of underground conveyor, is presented,
depending on temporary capacity, equal the radial
load of standard idlers (fig. 7a) and modernized,
with reduced energy consumption (fig. 7b). Characteristic is the intersection of the specific energy
consumption curves. For the small load by output
stream, the more favorable is bigger spacing of upper idles, while for bigger load – the smaller one.
Therefore, there is no possibility to give the general
answer, which spacing of upper sets will reduce the
energy consumption costs. Calculating the average

Table 3. Selected parameters of tested underground conveyors

Fig. 6. Example histograms of mass capacity of conveyors used in KGHM
PM.S.A underground copper mine: a) division haulage conveyor, b)
main haulage conveyor

conveyors have different characteristics of the stream of output being
hauled (fig. 6).
Using the division ore bunkers makes possible to differentiate the
operating time of the division and main haulage conveyors. It is estimated that main haulage conveyors work ca. 6 thousand hour per year,
while the division ones – ca. 4 thousand hours. This difference has the
impact on evaluating the lifetime of upper idler sets.

Parameter

Underground conveyor

Transported output, density, kg/m3

Copper ore, 1700

Calculating work temperature , ºC

25

Length, m; gradient

1500; horizontal

Belt width, mm

1000

Belt; covers thickness, mm

Slow-burning, EP2000/4 6+3;

Belt speed, m/s

2,8

Spacing of carry idlers, m

Variants: 0.83; 1.25; 1.66

Rotation resistance of upper idler
,N

According to quoted characteristics

Calculating capacity, t/h

200-1400

Note

Belt tension settled for maximum
load

Fig. 7a. Specific energy consumption (SEC) in top belt as a function of actual
capacity of an uderground belt conveyor for copper ore transportation (conveyor parameters in tab.3): a) standard idlers

specific energy consumption, in accordance with identified load of
main and division conveyors, suggests maintaining rather the standard spacing (0.83 m) for the main ones and possible increase of spacing (up to 1.25 cm) for the less loaded, division ones (fig. 8).
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Table 4. Number of idlers replaced per year (per 1 km of conveyor route)

Fig. 7b. Specific energy consumption (SEC) in top belt as a function of actual
capacity of an uderground belt conveyor for copper ore transportation (conveyor parameters in tab.3): b) modernized idlers

Idlers spacing

main transport

secondary transport

0.83

21

10

1.25

47

23

1.66

86

40

Similarly, as in the case of open-pit conveyors, the extension of
distance between idler sets causes the increase in radial load (different
for main and division haulage conveyors), what has the impact on the
estimated growth of number of idler sets replaced every year (tab. 4).
It should be emphasized that in the underground mine, the corrosion
seizing of bearings or coating erasure are the reasons of premature
wear of idlers (fig. 9) [10] and thus they do not reach the assumed
lifetime resulting from the operational loads [3].

4.

Conclusions

The results of considerations about typical conveyors, operating in the open-pit lignite mine and in the underground copper
mine, show that some 2-3% of energy savings are possible due to
the optimized carry idlers spacing. Seeking the optimal solutions
for the criteria of specific energy consumption and the expected
number of idlers replacements requires taking into account both
the identified resistances to motion and the knowledge about the
random stream of transported bulk material.
Non-linear characteristics of idlers rotation resistance and identified, different stream of material, transported on main haulage
and division conveyors, indicate that the individual treatment to the
idler spacing in carry belt strand, depending on the conveyors location within the haulage system and on accessibility of components
– sets of standard or modernized idlers, is necessary.
The calculation results evidence that for the overburden conveyor, with 2.25 wide belt, it is advisable, especially in case of conFig. 8. Averaged specific energy consumption (ASEC) in top belt of a main and veyors taking the output from one excavator – enlarging the standsecondary transportation underground belt conveyor with regard to top beltard spacing from 1.2 to 1.45 or even up to 2.0 meters both for standard
idlers spacing
and for modernized idlers (with reduced rotation resistance).
In underground conveyors, with 1.0 m wide belt, designed for
copper ore transport, it is also possible to enlarge the standard idler
sets spacing from 0.83 m to 1.25 m. In the case of main haulage
it gives the savings only in reduction of the number of installed
idlers, but for less loaded division conveyors, in addition the energy
savings may be expected.

Fig. 9. Examples of premature wear of idlers [10]
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